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Abstract 
A mathematical model, consistent with certain physical features of 
ocean waves may be constructed by superposition of long crested sinusoidal 
gravity waves. Such a model, as proposed by Pierson (1955) and Longuet-Higgins 
(1957), depends upon the random superposition of t he component waves, so that 
the interpretation of ocean wave measurements must be regarded as a statistical 
problem. 
Barber (1958) has suggested that measurement of sea surface elevation as 
a function of time at several points along a line array may be used to deduce 
the distribution of energy with regard to frequency and direction of the component 
gravity waves. In fact, by preserving the time relationship among the signals 
from several detectors in a line array , the array need not be physically rotated 
to examine component gravity waves coming from various directions. 
After developing the physical basis and mathematical notation for a 
stochastic model of ocean waves the limitations and potential errors in the 
measurement and calculation of directional spectra from finite and discrete data 
are discussed. 
Finally, some directional spectra calculated from measurements of wind 
generated waves in Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts are presented witho~t attempting 
interpretation:' 
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Chapter I The Physical Model 
It is a matter of common observation that a wind blowing over the sea 
disturbs the sea surface causing waves to be generated. The significant forces 
to be considered are the pressure and drag forces exerted by the wind and the 
force due to gravity. Rather little detailed knowledge is available con-
cerning the nature and magnitude of the wave generating forces exerted by 
the wind on the sea surface while the behavior of disturbances on a water 
surface under the influence of gravity have been widely studied as a 
mathematical exercise in hydrodynamics. It is the purpose of this chapter 
to discuss various aspects of wind generated waves and hydrodynamic gravity 
waves which relate to the formulation of a physical model of wind generated 
waves. 
Coordinate System 
Figure 1·1 illustrates the coordinate system to be used throughout 
this paper. The x and y axes are fixed in the still water surface of the 
sea and the z axis is taken positive upward. The undisturbed surface is 
taken to be plane, that is the curvature of the earth is neglected. Dis-
placements along the x, y and z axes will be denoted by ~~ ~~ ~ (xi~ eta» 
zeta) respectively. 
At time t = t a wind with velocity -V begins to blow uniformly 
0 
over the area bounded by± x 6 and± yu. The wind blows in the direction 
of minus y. The distance along the y axis from the upwind edge of the 
wind field at y = y 6 to any point in the wind area is known as the fetch 
of that point. 
The angle ~ is measured positive in the clockwise direction from 
the positive y axis to the -y axis. The angle ~ is measured negative in 
a counter clockwise direction from the positive y axis to the negative y 
axis. 
Geometry of Sea Waves 
Certain broad features of wind generated waves on the sea should 
be mentioned. Firstly, to an observer on board a vessel 9 in an area where 
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the wind is blowing the sea surface takes on a highly irregular - and 
sometimes violent - appearance. Sea waves have the appearance of sharp 
crested bumps of random size and shape. No particular shape can be 
associated with a sea wave profile aside from the fact that the crests 
are almost always steeper than the troughs and curling breakers frequently 
cap the waves at all wind speeds. Above some nominal wind velocity the 
breaking crests of the waves dissolve into patches ~f foam 9 commonly 
called white caps, though the breaking crests are still present at very 
much lower wind velocities than which white-caps appear. The horizontal 
extent of a particular sea wave is usually difficult to observe. When 
most of the sea waves appear to have a definite direction of travel it 
is possible to define 9 and visually measure 9 wave lengths along the 
direction of propagation. However, it is often quite difficult to as-
cribe a definite direction of travel to sea waves observed from on board 
a vessel. 
Another geometrical feature of sea waves that does not seem to 
appear in the literature is the curved shape of the sea wave crests when 
viewed from above. It is remarkable that the nearly semicircular shape 
of the sea wave crests have very nearly a constant radius at any given 
wind speed, the radius increasing rapidly as the wind speed increases. 
This observation has been made repeatedly by the author from the Buzzards 
Bay Observing Tower which bas an elevation of about 20 feet and from the 
Buzzards Bay Light Tower which has an elevation of about 85 feet. The 
circular arcs become indistinguishable from the 20 foot elevation at wind 
speeds above about 5 meters/sec but may be observed from the 85 foot 
tower at. considerably higher wind speeds. 
· ~,'tt' hF 1 Som-a 1S~r,~ . ~~,~ ~~perage height of sea waves can be visually estimated 
by a t 'rained ob~e~e~ ' from the air or from a surface . vessel. While the 
height of individual waves may vary widely 9 the trick is to learn how to 
observe and average some such quantity as the height of the one-third 
highest of all waves observed. Extensive visual observations of this sort 
have been carried out 9 in particular by Neumann {1952). From such observa-
tions quantitative methods have been devised which relate the "height" and 
"length" of waves to wind speed~as discussed in Pierson 9 Neumann 9 James -(1955). 
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The shape characteristics of sea wave~ are briefly described by 
the term irregular short crested waves . 
Generation of Sea Waves 
An observer on the shore of a pond can easily detect the fact that 
wind driven waves grow in height as they progress away from. the lee shore . 
This is explained by assuming that wind driven waves extract momentum 
from the wind continuously, so long as the wave is under influence of the 
wind. In the case of the model shown in Figure 1 · 1~ sometime after the 
wind has begun to blow uniformly over the generating area, the average 
wave height as measured at various places in the area can be expected to 
increase as the fetch increases. Furthermore 3 similar averages taken at 
a later time would all be larger than those made at the earlier time. 
Thus it is to be assumed that the average wave height increases as the 
fetch and duration increase. Of course~ the sea wave height is limited, 
eventually, by breaking at the crests (and possibly by certain other 
forms of energy transfer.) Eventually 9 the sea waves in the area under 
consideration should reach a limiting height . This maximum state has 
been called by Neumann the "fully arisen sea." These ideas will be 
given more precise meaning after discussion of swell and gravity waves. 
Swell Waves 
The above remarks apply only to waves within the area bounded by 
+ x' and± y 1 • The term sea waves has been applied and will be consistently 
used in this paper to describe waves under the influence of wind. Out-
side the wind generating area many characteristics of wind generated waves 
are modified. Accordingly 9 waves which are no longer under the influence 
of the wind are called swell waves» or simply swell. The geometrical 
characteristics of swell are quite different from sea waves~ in that the 
crests tend to be much less steepD breakers do not appear (so long as the 
swell is in deep water) and the apparent wave length and crest length 
of an individual swell wave i~ more easily observed. Swell waves are 
noticeably more regular and long crested than sea waves. 
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Some time after the \..rind has begun to blow, an observer located 
outside the generating area would detect the arrival of some low fre-
quency, nearly sinusoidal swell waves. As time goes on the swell would 
lose its sinusoidal form and higher frequency wave components could be 
1 detected intermixed with the original low frequency waves. On the basis 
of this observed behavior, Barber and Ursell (1948) proposed that swell 
(and sea waves) could be regarded as a superposition of gravity waves. 
Gravity Waves 
The term gravity waves as used in this paper will be taken to mean 
sinusoidal two dimensional perturbations which are supposed to exist on 
the surface of an · ideal fluid. The properties of such waves is treated in 
detail by Lamb (Chap. 9), where it is also shown that an arbitrary (two 
dimenslonal) disturbance on the water surface can be represented by super-
position of elementary sinusoidal gravity waves. 
1 The growing use of power spectrum analysis in oceanography has caused 
some chaos: in the presentation of data in terms of frequency instead of 
perio.dicity. Frequency will be used throughout this paper as the wave 
time· parameter instead of period. In order to. provide a rational scale 
of frequency beiow 1 cycle per second the tern~s millicycle per second 
(mcps) and microcycle per second (~cps) are used. 
The following short table, if committed to memory, serves as a 
useful guide in relating period to frequency. 
Period (sec) 
1 
5 
10 
50 
100 (1 min 40 sec) 
1000 (16 min 40 sec) 
3600 (1 ht') 
86,400 (1 day) 
Frequency (mcps) 
1,000.000 
200.000 
100.060 
20.000 
10.000 
1.000 
0.277 
0.016 
Frequency (!J.cps) 
1000.000 
277.778 
15.740 
Eq 1•1 
where 
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Consider a perturbation of the sea surface given by 
t(x,y,t) = a sin (kx sin~ + ky cos ~ + wt + ~) 
a 
w=21rf 
is the surface elevation measured from the xy plane 
is the amplitude of the wave and is the maximum 
elevation or depression of t measured from the xy 
plane. 
is a parameter with the dimensions [T]-1 • It is 
interpreted to be the angular frequency of the.waves 
in time. It is measured in radians/second or milli-
radians/second9 while f is measured in cycles/sec.qnd·. 
or millicycles/second. w may be defined as w = 211'/T, 
where T is the time required for one complete wave 
cycle to pass a fixed point. 
is a parameter with dimensions of [L]-1• It is called 
the wave number. It is inversely proportioned to ~ 
which is in turn called the wave length and is the 
linear distance between successive crests as measured 
along a line normal to the wave crests at an instant 
of time. 
is the angular distance between the origin of coord~nates, 
(ie x = y = t = o) and the first wave crest. It is 
called the phase angle. 
The form of the disturbance in space is a sinusoidal wave with parallel 
crests of uniform. amplitude extending in the direction + ~· Notice that the 
wave is defined over the entire xy plane and for all time. The crests and 
troughs form a fixed pattern relative to one another, but individual wave 
crests progress across the xy plane with a constant phase velocity given by: 
c = w/k 
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The formulae 1•1 and 1•2 need not be restricted to water waves, but may 
be interpreted as simply mathematical expressions for a progressive 
sinusoidal wave, and so far no recourse has been made to the fact that 
the perturbation under consideration is a water wave. Now, the ratio 
w/k is a parameter which depends upon the physics of the situation which 
gives rise to the waves. In the case of electromagnetic waves in a 
uniform medium the ratio w/k is a constant, while for other types of 
waves, k and w may be functionally related. 
If it is assumed that the perturb.ation ·t, (x,y, t) exists on the 
surface of an ideal (ie frictionless) fluid; that the wave amplitude 
and surface slope are infinitesimal9 that the fluid is deep compared 
to the wave length and that gravity is the only important force acting 
on the water, then the functional relationship between k and w is given 
by: 
1•3 2 k(w) = w /g 
and the phase velocity for deep water gravity waves becom.es 
c = g/w 
The relationship between the various gravity wave parameters is 
given in convenient form in Table 1. 
In order to simplify the notation Equation 1•1 is written 
t,(x 9y,t) = a sin (lx +my + wt + ~) 
where 1 = k sin ~ and m = k cos ~ are respectively the x and y components 
of the vector wave number k. The sign convention for 1 and m and the 
velocity components for waves traveling in various direction is illustrated 
in Figure 1•2. 
According to Eq 1•4 the phase velocity is inversely proportional to 
the frequency . Thus, low frequency waves (long wavelengths) will propagate 
more rapidly than higher frequency (shorter wavelength) waves. Furthermore, 
k 
A 
w 
c 
f 
T 
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TABLE 1 
Relationships Between Wave Parameters 
k A w c f T 
2Tr/A * 2 g/c2 (2rrf)2/g 4rr2/gT2 
-
w /g 
2-rr/k * 
-
"'i.k ~ ... · ..Ji.-rrg/A 
..Jg/k .JSA/21T 
.Jgk/4~2 .Jg/2TrA 
·. 
vr;ir2/gk' 
.Jz-rrA/g 
..J 
k = wave number 
A = wave length 
w = angular frequency 
c = phase velocity 
f = frequency 
T = period 
. 
2rrg/w2 2-rrc2/g g/2rrf 2 
g/c * 
-
2rrf J 
g/w w/k ** g/2rrf 
w/2rr * g/2-rrc . .~ -
* 
2-rrc 2rr/w 
2 
1/f 
* denotes a defined relationship ie independent of physics 
gT2/2-rr 
2rr/T 
gT/2rr 
1/T * 
* 
-
** c = w/k is a defined relationship but the functional relationship 
between k and w must be determined by physicso 
* 
~ -x 
$=-TI 
2 
>L 
-Y 
~==t=TI 
l 
c~ ,<=r=: 
+Y 
,.c 
Fig. 1.2 The sign convention for waves traveling in 
various directions. The arrows represent 
wave number vectors oriented in the direction 
of wave travel. 
$=0 
.., +X 
(J)=+lT 
2 
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a consequence- of the Cauchy-Poi~son wave problem (Lamb Sec 237, et seq.) 
is·to show that an arbitrary two dimensional disturbance on the water 
surface can be regarded as a linear superposition of gravity waves. This 
implies that the disturbance would decompose into sinusoidal waves of 
various frequencies, each frequency propagating with its own phase 
velocity. The fact that swell arriving from a distant storm displays 
this dispersive property s.upp ort ,s- the formulation of an ocean wave 
mode~ consisting of a superposition of elementary gravity waves. 
The Physical Model 
While it is beyond the scope and intent of the present work ·to 
formulate a detailed physical model of wind generated waves, it is essential 
to specify those features of the model which are relevant to the design 
of an observing program. 
It is supposed, to begin with, that the wind blowing over the sea 
will cause perturbations of arbitrary shape to be generated on the sea 
surface. Secondly, it is assumed that this wind generated perturbation 
can be represented by a double superposition of gravity waves of the form 
given by Eq. 1·5. Thus a three dimensional perturbation is to be represented 
by superimposing waves traveling at various angles, ~ 9 and having various 
frequencies w. 
Once the perturbation has been formed, it will begin to decompose 
into gravity waves traveling in all directions. Now, it is a common 
assumption in theories of wind generated waves that only those gravity 
waves which have velocity components in the direction of the wind are 
able to extract energy from the wind and increase in amplitude. Those 
gravity waves which do have velocity components in the direction of the 
wind are supposed to propagate over t he surface, each frequency at its 
appropriate phase velocity, each wave growing in amplitude according to 
its ability to extract momentum from the wind. Now, a particular gravity 
wave train originating at a perturbation near the upwind edge of the 
generating area can be expected to increase its amplitude continuously, 
- 11 -
as long as it remains under the influence of the wind 9 until some physical 
restraint operates to limit the amplitude . 2 Since the wind will form many 
perturbations on the sea surface an extremely complicated mixing of the 
gravity waves from numerous perturbations must be visualized. Gravity 
wave trains of the same frequency and direction but originating from 
different sou~ces , may still have different phase relationships, so that 
when combined they may produce a reinforcement or cancellation of amplitude. 
According to this model then, sea waves may be thought of as being 
composed of gravity wave trains of many frequencies, traveling in many 
directions a~d with many phase angles . Where these waves combine to 
reinforce or cancel one another a sea wave crest or trough appears. Sea 
waves are to be thought of then, as perturbations which are tending to 
disperse under the force of gravity, while at the same time the wind is 
acting to reinforce the perturbation. 
2o£ course, as soon as the gravity wave amplitude become$ finite the initial 
assumptions employed in the derivation are invalidated. Discussion of finite 
amplitude gravity waves is usually predicated on a non-linear reformulation 
of the problem[Phillips (1957) Pierson (1961)] . However it is not necessary 
to appeal to non-linear mathematics to see that the amplitude of gravity 
waves is necessarily limited . Since, in the linear case, water particles 
are shown to move in circular orbits under a gravity wave: and if it is 
required that the particles remain in the water surface, then their centrifugal 
acceleration must not exceed the acceleration due to gravity. This leads 
immediately to an expression for a maximum amplitude 
a. = g/w2 = 1/k 
.Max 
It should be remarked that this simple relationship between maximum 
amplitude and wave number i s probably good enough to use as a rough rule of 
thumb for high wave numbers, but observational results and non-linear met hods 
always yield smal ler values of a. . 
.Max 
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Certain properties of the sea wa~es may be deduced from the model. First 
of all it can be seen that since the gravity waves increase in amplitude with 
increasing fetch, so should the sea waves increase amplitude with increasing 
fetch. Another fact~ apparent from the model is that at any point along a line, 
y = constant, the sea waves should have reached the same state of development. 
The dependence of sea wave height on fetch and duration is discussed in detail in 
Pierson, Neuman, James (1955). 
These rather rough and intuitive ideas leave much to be desired in the 
formulation of physical model of sea waves. In particular it may be questioned 
whether it is justifiable to represent sea waves as a superposition of gravity 
when obviously forces due to the wind; as well as gravity, are operating to 
deform the water surface. A second point of contention may be raised regarding 
the suitability of superimposing two dimensional gravity waves instead of, say, 
gravity waves with circular symm.etry. While various arguments may be made, one 
way or another, on these and other points, the fact remains that there is lit'tle 
observational evidence on which - to base a realistic physical model. Therefore, 
these rather tentative and nebulous ideas m·ay be conditionally accepted as the 
basis for planning an observational program. Hopefully, the resultant observations 
may be interpreted to confirm or deny ·these ideas or suggest others in their stead. 
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Chapter II The Mathematical Model 
The observational program will have as its objective measurement of 
the amplitude of gravity wave components of the observed sea waves. The 
amplitude displayed as a function of frequency and direction would be called 
the directional amplitude 'spectrum, while the amplitudes displayed as a 
function of frequency and wave number would be called the two dimensional 
amplitude spectrum. However, as will be discussed, it is necessary to deal 
with average properties of the sea waves and, therefore, the results will be 
given in terms of mean square amplitudes, or ''p'ower,11 , of the gravity wave 
components. The spect.ra will be called, respectively, the directional power 
spectrum, if p~wer is shown as a function of frequency and direction, or the 
two dimensional "power spectrum if power is given as a function of frequency 
and wave number. 
In the next section a mathematical model of sea waves will be 
developed following a procedure first introduced by Pie,rson (1955), although 
the notation used here will be considerably different. The mathematical 
procedure consists in representing sea 'waves as a superposition of sinusoidal 
waves of all frequencies and wave numbers where the amplitudes are considered 
to be independent random variables. The notation is first developed for the 
probabilistic model where it is assumed that detailed knowledge of the sea 
surface elevation is available over all time and space. The effect of finite 
information on the calculated spectra is discussed in the following sections. 
The procedure for the calculation of power spectra is then developed . 
It should be pointed out, however, that the methods of power spectrum 
analysis of random stationary time series is essentially a short-cut procedure 
for fourier analysis ~f complicated and lengthy functions. On the other hand, 
since the method is based on a probabilistic model, certain statistical 
features of the resultant spectrum can be deduced. To illustrate the 
pr~cedure consider figure 2.1~ which is a reproduction of two time histories 
of actual sea waves measured simultaneously by two detectors located only 
three feet apart. Quite obviously~ a fourier representation of the two traces 
could be constructed by superimposing sinusoids. However, it is also obvious 
that the resultant amplitude spectra would differ markedly in detail. Of 
~(0, t) 
~ ( 3, t) 
Fig. 2 . 1 Reproduction of two time histories of sea surface elevation 
taken simultaneously from detectors spaced only 3 feet apart. 
TIME 
TIME 
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course, it would be possible to collect a large number of simultaneous time 
histories from neighboring poi?ts on the sea surface, calculate their amplitude 
and find the average for each harmonic. This procedure would entail a great 
amount of work and, in fact» would probably be prohibitively burdensome to 
undertake. Fortunately, however, Pierson and Marks (1952) have shown that 
it is possible to employ certain methods of random noise analysis which 
had been developed for communication engineering in the study of sea waves. 
This method permits the averaging to be done first and the spectrum calculated 
later, thus achieving a vast economy of computation. 
The Probabilistic Model of Sea Waves 
In order to employ the technique of power spectrum analysis of random 
stationary time series, it is first necessary to formulate a probabilistic 
model of sea waves by superimposing a set of sinusoids in which the amplitude 
terms are random variables. The sinusoidal progressive waves shall be referred 
to as gravity waves, although no -use is made of an explicit relationship between 
wave number and frequency until much later in the analysis. Rewriting 
Equation 1.5 in order to eliminate the phase angle, the equation for elementary 
gravity wave may be written 
2.1 
where 
t(x,y,t) =A cos (lx +my+ wt) + B sin (lx +my + wt) 
A = acos ~ 
B = asin ~ 
Then consider a superposition of gravity waves with random amplitudes as 
follows~ 
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2•2 ~(x,y,t) =~~~0:os (lx +my+ wt)dU(l,m,w) 
-oo-oo-oo 
~~~:in (lx +my+ wt)dV(l,m,w) 
-oo-oo-oo 
Here, the differential elements dU and dV contain the amplitude terms and 
are independent random variables. The integrals appearing in Equation 2.2 
are stochastic integrals defined over a probability space, so that their 
interpretation differs somewhat from the usual Riemann integral. Nonetheless, 
any observed ~(x,y,t) can be reproduced in detail br assigning appropriate 
values to dU and dV for all l,m,w and carrying out the indicated integration. 
The average value for a flpctuating signal is usually measured in 
terms of the amplitude squared, that is the root mean square (rms) or simply 
mean square, or power. 1 Consequently, what is desired is to calculate the 
mean square amplitude~ or power, of each of the component gravity waves, 
directly from observations of ~(x,y, t). Fortunately this calculation .is 
reasonably simple so long as ~(x,y,t) may be considered as a statistically 
stationary and ergodic process. 
Stationarity requires only that the average properties of ~(x,y,t) 
do not change radically in the observing interval4 The fact that the average 
wave height should be constant along a line parallel to the x axis was 
mentioned in the discussion of the physical model. Furthermore, at some 
time after the wind has begun to blow the time average properties at any 
given point in the generating area becomes constant (fetch limited situation). 
Therefore, ~(x,y,t) may be considered stationary in x and, after a suitable 
time lapse, stationary in t. However, in the context of the proposed physical 
model it is clear that the average wave height should not be considered 
stationary in respec( to y. 
lThe mean square amplitude is often referred to as power although the 
use of this term does not necessarily imply a dimensional equivalence to 
mechanical power. 
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The ergodic condition provides that averages taken over a single time 
history of infinite extent should be equivalent to averages taken over an 
ensemble of finite pieces of such functions. This requirement may be met 
under many circumstances btit it is particularly true for Gaussian processes 
with zero mean. 
It is well to mention at this time that the statistical frequency 
distribution of ~(x,y 3 t) is approximately Gaussian~ although according to 
Kinsman (1960) not strictly so. While the term Gaussian is frequently 
associated with power spectrum analysis it is important to point out that 
the techniques of power spectrum analysis are not necessarily limited to 
processes which are closely Gaussian. In particular the Gaussian assumption 
is used in order to obtain precise statements concerning the reliability 
and variability of results, (Blackman and Tukey p.4) and has little other 
significance. 
Covariance Function 
The procedure for calculating the spectrum of the component gravity 
waves will be discussed first for the frequency spectrum only, in order to 
clarify the concepts and methods. 
The first step is to form the auto-covariance function. This is done 
2 by averaging a time history of~ (x 3 y ,t). It is convenient to think of the 
0 0 
auto-covariance function as if it were the average sea waves squared seen at 
the 
as 
2.3 
point x ~Y . 
0 0 
For the frequency spectrum then, the auto-covariance function is defined 
T/2 
lim rJ R(T) = ~ -T ~(x ,y ,t)·~(x ,y ,t+T)dt 
...... oo 0 0 . 0 0 
-1/2 
=E{~(x ~Y ~t)•t(x ,y ,t+T)} 
0 0 0 0 
here E means expected value and may be thought of as being an average taken 
arer time; provided ~(t) is an ergodic process. Then from Equation 2.2 
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00 
2.4 E{~(x0 ,y0 ,t)·~(x0 ,y0 ,t+T)} =E{[~ ~~·cos (lx+my+wt)dU(l,m,w) 
-oo 
uo 
:J' ~ ~' sin(lx+my+wt)dV(l,m,w)J 
-oo 
00 
x[J  J cos ( lx+my+w( t+T)) dU ( l ,m ,w)]} 
-oo 
00 
+ JJ I sin(lx+my+w(t+T))dV(l,m,w)]} 
-oo 
Which appears to be the average value of the product of two triple integrals! 
However, because of the nature of the stochastic integrals and the definition 
of the differential elements this is a perfectly reasonable equation. The 
differential elements are called orthogonal increments, in view of the 
independence of the random variables, and have the following properties: 
EdU=EdV=O 
EdU(l,m,w)·dV(l,m,w)=O 
EdU(l ,m,w) ·dU(l 1 ,w 1 ) 
EdV(l ,m,w) •dV(l 1 ,m 1 ,w') 
} = 0 
2 - 2 
E[dU] = E[dV] = S(l,m,w)dldmdw 
for (l,m,w) ~ (l 1 ,m,w 1 ) 
where S(l,m,w) is the power spectral density, or the mean square amplit~de 
of the component gravity waves. 
When the averaging process is performed on the right hand side of 
Equation 2.4 the cross product terms disappear and the equation reduces to; 
00 
2.5 E{~(x ,y ,t)·~(x ,y ,t+T)} =J'Jfcos (lx+my+wt)·cos(lx+my+wt)S(l.m,w)dldmdw 
0 0 0 0 
-oo 
+ JJ J sin(lx+my+wt) •sin(lx+my+w(t+r))S(l ,m,w)dldmdw 
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When the dummy integration on dldm is performed and a trigonometric 
identity is used, Equation 2.5 further reduces to: 
00 
2.6 E{r,(x , y ,t) •t,(x ,y , t+r) . .} = R(T) =J S(w) cos WTdw 
0 0 . 0 0 
-oo 
So that the covariance function and power spectrum density may be 
written as a fourier transform pair. 
00 
2.7 R(T) = J S(f) COS WTdf 
-oo 
00 
S(f) = J R(T) COS WTdT 
-oo 
where w=21Tf has been partially substituted in the equation to avoid having 
to carry a factor of l/21T outside the integrals. The symbol w is now used 
only as a symbol for 21Tf and the frequency function is thought of in cycles, 
or millicycles, per second. 
Two Dim~nsional Spectrum 
In order to derive the two dimensional spectral density function 
S{l,llJ,f) or the directional spectral density function S(q>,f) from,meas.urements 
o,f surface· elevation t(x,y,t) only, it is obviously necessary to know r,(x,y,t) 
in at least two dimensions . In practice this amounts to measuring either: 
(1) the surface elevation over an area of sea at an instant in time , or (2) 
measuring the time history of the surface elevation at two or more points on 
the surface; T?e first method has actually been carried out by Pierson (1960) 
using stereo-photography and photogrannnetry techniques, while ~arbejr (1959) 
and (1962) has proposed us i ng a kind o f l ow frequency a irborne radar which 
coul d directl y measure surface e levation · over f a irly broad a reas o f t he sea . 
Alternatively the time history of the sea surface elevation at a fixed point 
in space may be observed by using suitable detectorSo · Barber (1961) has 
proposed that several such detec t or s arranged in a line array might be used 
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to derive the two dimensional or directional spectrum, though it is believed 
that the present work is th_e first attempt to apply this method in practice. 
The two methods should lead to equivalent results, if they could be carried 
out to the same accuracy and provided that the actual behavior of ocean waves 
does not depart seriously from the proposed model of superimposed gravity 
waves. However, as a practical matter iL ..i. ~ .l..i. ff..i.cu l t to u.ake such a .... oiil-
parison since the observing techniques for the two methods are not easily 
applied under the same circumstances. 
The area observation method is ideally suited to observations over 
the open ocean where large waves are present and no very high degree of 
accuracy is required in measuring t(x,y). The photogrammetric technique 
requires the use of two aircraft and some sort of reference line of known 
length in the surface, and is restricted to situations that permit clear 
photographs to be taken from the two aircraft that form the stereo base 
line. Data reduction from the stereo photographs and data processing by 
digital computer can be a time consuming and expensive process. Barber'~ 
proposed radio diffraction technique, though it has not yet been demonstrated 
to work, promises to be a more efficient and highly practical means for 
immediately observing the ocean wave spectrum as a function of frequency 
and direction from a single aircraft. 
Surface elevation detectors which produce a continuous signal 
proportional to the surface elevation at a fixed point in space can produce 
far more detailed and accurate measurements than the photogrammetric or 
radio diffraction techniques. When several such detectors are used in a 
line array it can be expected that details of the spectrum can be studied 
which would not be apparent in the area observing method. However, a 
serious practical problem arises when attempting to use the line array in 
the open ocean because of the necessity to maintain the detectors fixed in 
space. While various suggestions have been made for using line arrays 
mounted in submarines, or as a line of floats fitted with accelerometers, 
it appears that one appropriate application of line arrays is to gather 
detailed information bear~ng on the physical processes involved in the 
generation of wind waves. For this purpose a line array mounted on a 
fixed structure, in relatively shallow water, sheltered from the open sea 
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is suitable. The aim of the present work is to discuss the details of 
the line array method and to present some results of an observational 
program undertaken in Buzzards Bay, Mass ~ 
There are at least three ways in which measurements of surface 
elevation along a line may be used to determine the directional spectra 
of ocean waves. Two of these methods require that the array be physically 
rotated so as to "look'' in various directions and observe the power of 
waves of various frequencies coming from that direction. A third method 
permits the array to remain at a fixed orientation, preferably normal to 
the direction of the wind, and uses the time (ie phase) relations between 
the surface elevation signals as measured at various detectors, to estimate 
the spectrum as a function of frequency and direction. Rotatable arrays 
have the advantage that the computational requirements are minimized, but 
since the array must be rotated and stopped so as to look in various 
directions for a reasonable length of time, the total observing time is 
much longer than for the fixed array. Furthermore it is sometimes 
mechanically difficult to rotate the array. 
Since the fixed array requires the more elaborate analysis it 
will be described in detail; the rotating array procedures can easily be 
deduced from the remaining discussion. 
Cross Spectrum Analysis 
Since a line array is to be used it is reasonable to locate the 
array along the x axis, so that y=o. In this case the two dimensional 
spectrum density S(l~f) is to be found from measurement of ~(x,t). The 
directional spectrum density S(~,w) can still be determined from S(l,f) 
since: 
S(~,f)d~df = S(l,f)dldf 
and dl = k cosq>dq> 
hence S(~ , f) = S(l,f)k cosq> 
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Consider two surface elevation detectors placed along the x axis 
at location x and x + ~. The signals from the two detectors may be 
considered as a two dimensional quantity and may be written in complex 
form as a vector: 
00 00 
2·8 ~(x,t)+i~(x+~,t)=J'f cos(lx+wt)dU(w,l){ J sin(lx+w¥V(w,l) 
-oo -oo 
+]J , cos (1 (X>l{.)-twl!jdV (w, 1)1 J sin(1 (lM-~)-twt) dV (w, 1) '. 
-f -oo J 
from which the complex covariance function is formed by taking the conjugate 
product of the vector at time t with the vector at time t+T as indicated by: 
R(T) = lim T.,.co 
T/2 
1 {'C T / {~(x,t)+i~(x+~,t)}{~x,t+T)-i~(x+~,t+T)}dt 
-T~ . 
The four terms of the resultant covariance matrix are shown along with the 
corresponding spectral density functions in Equations l•lO. Complex 
notation is not carried through in these equations since it will be useful 
to have them displayed in real form for future development. Notice that 
the two cross product terms have retained their dependen~e on ~ and 1, 
as was to be expected. 
Equations 2·11 show the inverse fourier frequency transforms of the 
covariance function. The power spectrum as measured at x and at x+g are 
distinguished by the notation Sx(f) and S~(f) respectively. Notice also 
that the co-spectrum S (g,f) and quadrature spectrum S (~,f) are formed by 
c q 
taking (Rx~+R~x)/2 and (Rx~-R~x)/2 which are respectively the odd and even 
parts of the cross product part of the covariance function. 
Finally, the two dimensional spectrum is displayed explicitly by 
Equations 2•12. Here the odd and even parts of the two dimensional spectra 
are shown separately as this is the way they must be calculated. Then in 
Equation 2•12c they are shown combined to give the full two dimensional 
spectrum. Furthermore, the factor l/2v has been eliminated from the g/1 
transform by defining 
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i' t 
= 2'11' 
so that the use of i 0 and i in the wave number domain is analogous to the 
use of f and w in the frequency domain. 
The notation and conventions employed throughout this paper follow, 
as far as possible, the notation of Blackman and Tukey. In particular 
notice, that for mathematical convenience» both positive and negative fre-
quencies are used throughout the mathematical development. However in the 
final computational formulae the spectral density functions will be doubled 
so as to conform to the physically realistic usage of positive frequencies 
only. It may also be remarked that, for convenience of phraseology, the 
mathematical model will sometimes be referred to as a superposition of 
gravity waves. However, no explicit use of the relationship between k 
and w is made until the very end of the mathematical development. 
Summary of Mathematical Model 
The cospectrum and quadrature spectrum both preserve directional 
information and may be used to calculate the two dimensional spectrum. The 
procedure so far carried out is this: 
1. Represent the sea surface as a random superposition of long 
crested sinusoidal waves. 
2. Calculate the complex covariance function . The covariance 
function may be thought of as a time function which preserves 
the mean square amplitude of the original time history. Since 
the complex covariance function is calculated from two points 
separated in space it also preserves the average phase re-
lationship of the two original time histories. 
3 . The fourier transforms of the elements of the covariance 
.function s how t he average properties of the original time 
h i story decompos ed i nto f r equency components. Now s i nce the 
phas e r ela tionshi p has been preserved , then a t a particular 
frequency ~ f 0 , the cospec trum i s the mean square amplitude 
o f the component wave which passes the two detectors in phase. 
The quadrature spec t rum a t the s ame f is the average amplitude 
0 
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squared of the component wave which passes the two detectors 90° 
out of phase. It would be possible to combine the co and 
quad spectra at a given frequency to obtain an equivalent 
phase angle and amplitude for a single average wave, though 
it is not necessary to compute the phase angle directly in 
order to calculate the directional spectrumo 
Up to this point the equations have been developed as if the time 
histories were known for -oo<t<oo and as if the wave heights were known for 
all x. Now, in fact, a relatively few wave height detectors will be placed 
at discrete intervals along the axis, and the time histories will also be 
finite and discreteo Since truncating the information and sampling at 
discrete intervals both strongly affect the final analysis their effects 
will be considered separately and in some detail. 
Finite Information 
It is obvious that if unlimited information in the time domain is 
not available then some of the detail in the frequency domain must also 
be lost. The nature of the influence on the £requency spectrum caused by 
truncation can be seen most easily by considering the convolution of a 
finite function with the infinite function 
Let ~l (t) be defined for -oo<t<oo 
Let ~2 (t) = 1 
= l./2 
= 0 
and let 
ltl < Tm 
!t l = Tm 
ltl > Tm 
The convolution theorem states. that if 
S(f),s1 (f),s2 (f) are the fourier transforms of 
~(t),t1 (t),~2 (t) respectively and if 
INFINITE SINUSOID G,(t)~ o sin(21Tt!T') for -<D<t«D 
TRUNCATING FUNCT ION G,(t)~ {b for lt i<Tm It I ~T, 
ltl >Tm 
I 
t ~-T, 
{ osin(21Tt!T') ltl ' T, TRUNCATED SINUSOID G(t)~ tosin(21Tt!T') for ltl ~ T, 
SPECTRUM OF INFINITE SINUSOID 
S,(f) ~{~ 
0 ltl >Tm 
for f"ti/ T' 
elswhere 
SPECTRUM OF TRUNCATING FUNCTION 
S (f) " 2 T. sin(21TIT,) for all f 
2 m 21TfTm 
SPECTRUM OF TRUNCATED SINUSOID 
S(f) " 2 T. sin [21Tf(T,- T')] 
a "' 21rHT,-n 
f"-1/T' 
t~o 
-TIME~ 
f"O 
-FREQUENCY-
-FREQUENCY-
f - liT' 
n 
Fig. 2.2 Convolution of infinite sinusoid with truncating 
function. 
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which is to be read: "S(f) is the convolution of s1 (f) with s2(f)." 
The * indicates the convolution operation. Now if {. (t) is the ''true" 1 
function defined for all time and if t 2 (t) is the truncating function, 
then the observed function is t(t). Similarly if s1 (f) is the spectrum 
of the "true" function then S(f) is the observed spectrum which is the 
''true" spectrum, s1 (f) modified, or distorted, by the transform of the 
truncating function s2(f). These features are illustrated in Fig. 2 •2 
where the true spectrum of a simple sinusoidal wave is shown as a single 
line while the observed spectrum for the truncated sinusoid is shown to 
be spread out over the entire frequency range according to the convolution 
of the line f 1 with the function 
sin 41TfTm ) 
21TfTm 
If the truncating function is caused to vary more smoothly instead 
of simply stopping abruptly at the end of the truncating interval, its 
fourier transform may assume a much less extreme form. By choosing 
appropriate shapes for the truncating function, the side lobes of the spectrum 
window function shown in Fig. 2•2 may be very drastically reduced, although 
the width of the central hump is increased. The choice of such "good shapes" 
has been extensively investigated for power spectrum analysis, though some 
controversy still prevails concerning a "good" shape for cross spectrum 
analysis. Regardless of what shape the truncating function or its trans-
form finally take the important fact is that truncation of a time function 
causes the corresponding frequency function to .be blurred and distort'ed. 
The above remarks can be seen to apply to the g/1 transform as well 
as to the time/frequency transform. However, it is not so clear how the 
truncation of the time function finally affects the power spectrum. It can 
be shown (Blackman and Tukey p. 93) that for any truncating function applied 
to the time history (data window) .there is an equivalent truncating function 
(lag window) applied to the covariance function~ in the T time domain. 
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In reality tl-70 things occur as a result of the truncation of the time 
history. Consider the estimated autocovariance function calculated from 
a time history of finite extent, specifically ~(x,t) for -Tn/2~t ~Tn/2 as: 
(Tn-iTI)/2 
= ~ J' ~ (x, t) ·~ (x, t+r)dt 
Tn- ~ ~ (Tn-ITI)/2 
2•13 --... R (T) 
XX 
for ITI <Tm <Tn 
This function is only an estimate of the true autocovariance function 
Rxx(T), and the stability of the estimate depends on the ratio Tm/Tn. 
That is, the longer the record, or the fewer the lags calculated, the 
A better R (T) estimates R (T). (Of course similar statements refer to 
XX XX 
the other elements of the cross covariance function). Thus the stability 
of the estimate of the cross covariance function is one effect of truncation 
of the time history. 
;6. The function R (T) is only calculated for \TI~Tm; it is left 
XX 
undefined for ITI>Tm. Now, simply exhibiting a function of finite extent 
is not equivalent to truncating a function of infinite extent. Truncation 
implies that the function is still defined over the infinite interval but 
it is defined to be zero outside of the specified finite interval. Therefore 
the function~ (T) is to be truncated by a function D.(T) which has some 
XX 1 
special shape over the interval iTI~Tm and is defined to be zero outside 
that range. 
The function Di(T) is cal1ed the lag window by Blackman and Tukey. 
The subscript i refers to various shapes of the lag window within the interval 
The fourier transform of the lag window is denoted as Q.(f) and is 
l. 
called the spectrum window. Similarly~ it is supposed that the time history 
is observed along a line segment centered at x=o and extending to ~~L. That 
is to say, the time history is observed over a finite line segment and is 
left undefined for 1~\>L. In order to define the function for l~'I>L, the 
spatial ob-servations must be multiplied by a truncating function as was 
done in the time domain~ Therefore, in order to preserve a uniformity of 
notation, the symbol D.(~} will denote the truncating function of shape j 
J 
applied to the x coordinate and the corresponding fourier transform of D.(~} 
J 
will be denoted by Q.(l~) in the wave number domain. 
1 
2·14 a oo oo 
a.) Rxx(T) =2~ J f.{x,t) •f.{x,t+T)dt ... J if 'S(1' ,f)d1 '}cos WTdT 
-a -oo -oo 
a oooo 
b.) 'R~~ (T) =2~ J f.(x;{,t) •f.(xi{,t+T)dt .., J if'S (I' ,f)d1 '}cos WTdT 
-a -oo -oo 
a oooo 
c.) 'Rx~(T) -2~J f.(x,t)•f.(x;{,t+T)dt .. J Js(l',f)cos (~1-WT)d1 1df 
-a -oo -oo 
a oooo 
~ 1! ff""· d.) R~x(T) =2a f.(x-f{,t)•f.(x,t+T)dt = S(1 1 ,f)cos ~1+wT)d1 1 df 
-8 -oo-oo 
where /tl S Tn 
,TI < T < T 
- m n 
a ,. {T - jTI)/2 
n 
2·15 00 00 
a . ) sx(f) * Q1 (f) • Q1 (f)1s(l',f)d1' = f'Rxx(T)·D1 (T)•cos WTdT 
-oo -oo 
00 00 
A J~ J~ b.) S~(f)*Qi(f) a Q1 (f):J S(1 1 ,f)d1 1 • R~~(T)•Di(T)•cos WTdT 
-oo -oo 
00 00 
~ {"" J A A c.) Sc(~,f)*Q1 (f) • Q1 (f)* S(l 1 ,f)cos ~ldl 1 • 1/2 (Rx~(T)+R~x(T))•Di(T)•cos WTdT 
-oo -oo 
00 00 
A {"' J ~ A d.) Sq(~,f)*Qi(f) • Q1 (f)* S{1 1 ,f)sin ~ldl 1 • 1/2 (Rx~(T)-R~X(T)•Di(T)•sin WTdT 
-oo -oo 
2•16 00 00 00 
""' f"' r~ r " "' a.) Sev(1 1 ,f)*Q1 (f)*Qj(l')• Sc(~,f)•Dj(~)·cos ~1d~ = J  1/2 (Rx~(T)+R~x(T))•D1 (T)•cos WTdT}•Dj(~)·cos ~1d~ 
-oo -oo -oo 
00 0000 
A f""' r~r "' .... b.) S0 d(1 1 ,f)*Q1 (f)*Qj(1 1)• Sq(~,f)•Dj(~)•cos ~1d~ • J~ 1/2 (RX~(T)-R~x(T)•Di(T)•sin WTdT}•Dj(~)·sin ~1d~ 
-oo -oo -oo 
A D A 
c.) S(1 1 ,f)*Q1 (f)*Qj(1 1)• ~Sev(1 1 ,f)+S0d(1 1 ,f))*Q1 (f)*Qj(1 1 ) for -oo < 1 1 < oo 
where Di (T) a 0 /T! > T m 
D j (~) = 0 ~~~ > L 
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To summarize then» estimates of the elements of the complex co-
variance function are to be calculated from a finite time history. These 
.v·, A 6.. 
:stimates will be denoted by a circum.flex (e.g. Rxx(T), Rgg(T), Rxg<s,T), 
Rgx(~,T)). The covariance functions are then to be truncated by the 
functions Di(T), and Dj(s). The blurring and distortion of the spectrum 
result from the truncation of the cross covariance function, the statistical 
instability of the spectral estimates results from. the truncation of the 
time history. 
The equations 2•14 through 2•16 show the effect of time and space 
truncation. The truncating funetions and their fourier transforms are 
shown explicitly, instead of introducing new symbols, in order to illustrate 
the essential nature of the blurring and distortion of the "true" spectrum. 
In addition, the circumflex is used to indicate that statistical estimation 
has occurred due to truncation of the time history. 
Sampled, finite data 
Before discussing the effect of sampling the data at discrete intervals 
it is worthwhile to mention that while it is possible to construct electrical, 
mechanical or optical devices to carry out the analysis from continuous data, 
as described so far, it is frequently desirable to carry out the analysis on 
discrete sampled data using a high speed digital computer. Even though it 
may be possible to construct a special purpose device which can carry out 
analysis of limited t ypes of data, the accuracy of such machines is generally 
limited by close mechan.ical and, electrical tolerances; a specific machine 
will operate only over a . ~ather narrow range of frequencies, and it is usually 
difficult to perform any type of preliminary data conditioning, such as 
rejection filtering, pre-whitening or non-linear scale factor correction. 
It may be feasibl e to construct a special purpose machine when a great deal 
of one type of data has to be processed, and when all the characteristics 
of the data, and all the requirements of the problem are known in advance. 
Barber (19~ has described several maeb.ines for such applications. 
On the other hand. digital computers can perform spectrum analysis 
over a very broad range of frequencies with little or no change to the 
computer program. They are capable of preconditioning data in extremely 
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complex and subtle ways with relatively little programming and, in the more 
modern computers, the analysis may be performed at comparable speeds to 
the analogue machines. How~ver, there is one serious problem attendant 
upon use of digital computers tha~ must not be neglected. The problem is 
not in the computer itself, but is inherent in the process of sampling 
data. J. W. Tukey has named this effect "aliasing", since the result of 
sampling is to cause the high frequency components to adopt the name and 
identification of lower frequency components. While excellent discussions 
of this subject are given by Blackman and Tukey, Hamming (1962) and 
Bendat (1958) a simple demonstration will be given here after developing 
the equations for two dimensional spectrum analysis in the discrete parameter 
form. 
write: 
2·17 
Using the truncated power spectrum, Equation 2·14a, as an example 
00 
"' S' (f)*Q. (f) =JR (T) •D. (T)cos 
X l. XX l. 
-oo 
Tm/2 
1 } "' WTdT = -Tm. R (T) •D. (T)COS 
XX l. 
-Tm/2 
where \Ti ~Tm <Tn, and Tn is the record length. Assume that the time history 
~(x,t) has been observed at equally spaced time increments t=0 3 At, ~ ••• ~t ••• 
~t and the autocovariance function computed at equi-spaced intervals of the 
same duration T=O, ~, 2~ ••• p~ ••• ~ = Tm <Tn 
Then, evaluating the rightmoqt integral of Equation 2·17 at the points 
T = p Tm 
m 
(=p~) 
and at the same time wri~ing the integral as a half range integral. 
m 
2· 18 S (f)*Q. (f) ':z/} (p) ·D. (p). cos(p Tm w)d(p Tm ) 
x l. J ""xx l. m m 
0 
for which the approximating sum is 
m-1 
Sx (f)*Qi (f) ': AT{Rxx (o) •Di (o)+~xx (p) •Di (p)cos (p;m .• w )+R:xx (m)Di (m)cos (Tm·w>J 
p=l 
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Now let f = h _..;; __ h = 0, 1, 2, ••••••••• H 
2Tm 
w = 1Th 
Tm 
then the approximating sum becomes finally 
m-1 
= ~{R (o).n1 (o)+~ (p)·D.(p)cos xx ~·xx ~ 2.19 s (h)*Q. (h) X ~ 
p = 1 
" 1Tph + R (m)D (m)cos 1Th} 
m XX i 
Now, suppose that h = m+n, for n = 0, 1, 2, •••• , then for the cosine term in 
the summation 
cos :!!£_ (m+n) = co.s 1Tp cos 1Tpn - sin 1Tp sin 1Tpn = ± cos 1Tpn 
m _.:. m m m 
and since n and h are both integers cos 1Tpn is indistinguishable from its 
~· .. .. m . 
alias cos 1Tph • Thus it is clear that frequencies higher than f = m/2Tm will 
m 
appear so~ewhere in the range 
-1/~t :Sf:S l/'2h:. 
'· 
It is also : apparent that once the sampling interval· 61: is chosen, the sampled 
data is aliased and nothing whatsoever can be done to recover the true identity 
of the high fr.equency components. 
Naturally, if the amplitude, or power, of the high frequency aliased 
components is small~ little damage is done to the final spectrum. But if there 
are high frequency components with substantial power present they will be 
aliased regardless of whether they hold any interest to the investigator or 
not. Fortunately 9 naturally occurring phenomena tend to fall into frequency 
domains within which the high frequencies become rapidly attenuated within 
a domain, and the next higher frequency domain usually begins with lower power 
components. 
In the practical situation, a further fortunate circumstance arises 
from the fact that most transducers which can be used to sense physical 
variables attenuate the higher frequency components. In fact, if high fre-
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quency energy is likely to contaminate a sampled time history by aliasing, 
the only means of preventing this occurrence is to incorporate a low pass 
filter into the transducer, or other portion of the data acquisition system 
prior to sampling. 
All of the above r emarks, except possibly those pertaining to low 
pass filters, apply equally well to sampling in the space coordinate. 
However, some special considerations apply to the space samples since the 
space parameter k and the time parameter w are functionally related. 
Assume that the truncated cross covariance function has been observed 
over the line sector -L ~ g ~ L at the points 
S = 0, ~, ~, o •• o ••• ~ ••• , r~ •••••••••• ,. ~ ~ =L 
then the first integral on the right of equation 2•16a may be written as 
a half range integral over £, and evaluated at the points 
£ = r L 
R 
r = 0, 1, 2, ••. R. 
for which the approximating sum is 
·5 (1 ·, f)*Q. (f)*Qj (1 ') 
ev 1. 
' 
R-1 
~ ~ {s (o,f)·D.(o)+i\§ (r,f).D.(r)cos rLl + s (R,f)cosLl} 
c J Lc J T c 
r=l 
Now let 1 1 = q/2·L for q = 0, 1, 2 •••• Q 
1 = TTq/L 
Then by a similar argument to the one presented for frequency aliasing it 
can be shown that wave numbers greater than\ 1 1 \ = R/2L will be aliased 
into the range 
-1/~ <1 ' < 1/~ 
Hence the approximating sum may be written 
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R-1 
/\ .... 
s (1 1 ,f)*Q. (f)*Q. (q) = ~ 
ev L J {s (o,f)·D.(o)+~g (r,f)•D.(r)cos vrq + s (R,f)Dj(r)cos vq} c J ~c J R c 
r=l 
for q = 0 ±1, ±2, ••• + R 
Sampling in the time domain produces a maximum non-aliased frequency, called 
the Nyquist, or folding, frequency which is given by 
In the space domain it is also necessary to choose ~' the space sampling 
interval, small enough so that aliasing is not important. Here» the 
comparable quantity to frequency is the wave number, k, so that analogous 
to Equation 2·20 the folding wave number may be given by 
Up to this point no use has been made of a specific functional 
relationship between k and w. However, it is apparent that since k and w 
are functionally related» the choice of ~ will influence the choice of 
~. Specifically if it is assumed that 
2 k = w /g 
it follows that 
k' = 1/~ = v/2g(~) 2 N 
which requires that 
2·22 2 2 ~ ~ g(~) /v = g/4~f N 
Thus, having chosen a time sampling interval ~, with due consideration 
of aliasing, the space sampling interval ~ must be chosen to be commensurate 
with ~t, according to the relationship assumed between k and w. 
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The finite, discrete cross covariance estimates are given by 
Equations 2·23~ while the formulae for the finite discrete cross spectrum 
estimates are given by Equations 2•24. The formulae for the two dimensional 
spectral densities in terms of 1 1 are given by Equations 2·25. It would be 
possible to write Equations 2•25a and 2•25b as a double summation over time 
lag (p) and space interval (r) but the resultant lengthy expressions are not 
given since they have little practical value. Actual calculation of the 
two dimensional spectral densities is carried out by first calculating the 
frequency cross spectral densities and then taking the spatial fourier 
transform. 
Again, the time and space truncations are indicated by the truncating 
functions D.(p), D.(r) and their respective fourier transforms Q.(h) and 
1 J 1 
Q.(q), with the circumflex indicating truncation of the time history. Also, 
J 
the discrete parameters q~ and h serve to indicate that the spectral estimates 
are aliased estimates of the true spectrum. Thus the notation~ while cumber-
some, serves to demonstrate the fact that the calculated spectral densities 
are blurred~ distorted, aliased estimates of a "true" spectral density. 
2•23 N-p 
" 1 I a.) R (p) = ---N ~ (x)·~ (x) 
xx -p n n~ 
n=1 
N-p 
b.) R~~(p) .. N~pi~n(xi{)·~~~-1{) 
n=-1 
N-p 
/' 1 \ 
c.) Rx~(p) • N-p~ ~n(x).~~~-1{) 
n•1 
r /'. 1 d.) R~x (p) • N-p '--' ~n (xi{)·~~;?, 
n=1 
m 
2. 24 ~ 
a.) S (h)j[{_1 (h) = Utr {L R (p)•D.(p)• '>(p).cos ~} 
2 . 25 
X = 1 ~ m 
p=o 
m 
b.) S~(h)*Q1 (h) = Utr{\L R~~(p)•D1 (p).0(p)•cos wph} 
' m 
m-1 
d.) S q (~ ,h)*Qi (h) = trr"[ [ Rx~ (p). - R~x (p)]. D i (p) • sin w!;h} 
p=1 
R 
A r\'" 
a.) s (q,h)*Q.(h)*~j(q) = U.~{Ls (r,h)*Q1 (h)·Dj(r)·o(r) cos wrq} ev 1 c R 
r=o 
R-1 
b.') S'0 d(q,h)*Q1 (h)*Qj(q) =D.~As (r,h)*Q (h)·Dj(r) sin!!!S} 
' ' L~ q R 
r=o 
,. 1\ 1\ 
c.) S(q,b)*Q1(h)*Qj(q) • [sev(q,h)+S0 d(q,h)]*Q1(h)*Qj(q) 
1 
6(p) = {1/2 
1 
6(r) = {1/2 
T • m6.t 
m 
L -~ 
fh • h/2D.t•m 
1 1 • q/U,S•R q 
p=1 ,2' ••• m-1 
p=o,m 
r=1,2, ••• r-1 
r=o,R 
for h • -m, •••• , -1, 0 1 1, 2, ••• m 
for q • - R 1 •••• , -1 , 0 1 1 , 2 1 • • • • R 
for -R < q < R 
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Chapter III Directional Spect~m 
Since the final result of this work is inJ;ended to be the practical 
calculation of directional gravity wave speetra» various refinements and 
modifications must be made to t~e equations developed so far. In this 
chapter a variety of topics will ·be treated~ with no particular continuity 
between the various sections, and9 finally, equations suitable for ealculation 
o.f the directional wave spec;trum will be presented. 
Before pr~ceedin~ with ' the mathematical development;: it is worth whil'e 
to consider some o~. t~e physical aspects irwolved in measuring the directional 
spec,trum. To start with, · the modei supposes that sea ·waves . may ' be considered. 
to be a superposition of a great many sinusoidal wav.es of various frequencies, 
whic;h are propagating over the surface in various directions - at speeds 
appropriate to gravity waves. The troughs and crests of each component wave 
train are assumed to be of unlimited; extent in the direction normal to their 
propagation, so ,that each crest, say·~ of every component wave will pass under 
all the detectors of the array sooner or later. The cre~t of a component wave 
which is moving normal to the array will, of course, pass under all detectors 
simultaneously, while a given crest for a component wave moving at an angle to 
the array will pass each detector in sequence. The time interval which elapses 
whil.e a particular crest passes- from one detector to another depends upon the 
speed of propogat'ion of the wave train, the angle which the wave front makes 
with this array and the dis-tance between detectors. On the other hand, the 
time between p~~sages of successive crests of the same component wave at . any 
one detector will be constant regardless of · the direction of propagation of the 
wave train. 
The procedure for measuring the directional spectrum of sea waves is 
somewhat analogous to radio direction finding. The radio receiver is first 
tuned to a fixed frequency and then the antenna is rotated to find the 
direction of maximum signal strength. Maximum signal strengt~ occurs when 
t.he wave fronts are parallel to the antenna, so that the signals from all the 
detectors are in phase and act to reinforce each other. In the present case, 
however, there is no single direction of maximum signal to be expected and 
furthermore, the array is not actually ·to be rotated . Virtual, or apparent , 
rotation of the array could be achieved by delaying the signals from the 
various elements of the array so that a wave front arriv~ng from a fixed 
directi~n would be apparently in phase at each detector. The amount of delay 
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between detectors in the. array would depend upon the distance between detectors 
and the phase velocity appropriate to the frequency being examined. The signal 
delaying procedure as described here could actually be p~rformed in the time 
domain. However, it.is much simpler to perform the equivalent operations in 
the frequency domain after the co and quadrature spectra are computed, 
though it is more difficult to explain the physical process in terms of 
operations in the frequency domain. 
Resolution and Distortion 
As was briefly pointed out in the last chapter the effect o~ finite 
information in the time and space domain is to cause a blurring and distortion 
in the frequency and wave number domain. The following discussion is intended 
to clarify these matters in the particular context of this paper although 
excellent discussions are available elsewhere. (In particular see Guillemin 
(p. 485)). The following nomenclature will be adopted: the truncating 
function Di (T), is called the ~window and its. fourier transform Q1 (f) is 
called, the spectral window. These expressions are identical in form to the 
truncating function D.(~) which is called the array weighting function, and 
J • 
its fourier transform Qj(l 0), which is called the array pattern and Qj(~) 
which is called the array directional pattern. 
It was pointed out in the last chapter that if the time observations 
were abruptly terminated the 'resultant spectrum ~.ould be blurred and distorted 
according to its convolution with the function 
3.1 Q (f) = ZTm sin 2~fTm 
o ' 2~fTm 
In the space/wave number domain this becomes 
3.2 
where 21 is the length of the observing array and 
1° = L/2~ 
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the function is illustrated in Figure 3•1. 
From the figure it can be seen that the width of the central maximum, 
or main lobe, is given by 
w (1 1 ) 1 1 =-
= .6S•R 0 L 
w (£) 1 1 =-
= .6,t.m 0 Tm or 
the remaining lobes are of width W /2. 
0 
The height of the main lobe is 
at 1° = o 
Q (f)=2Tm 
0 
at f = o 
while the ratio of th~ side lobe height to the height of the main lobe is 
given by 
Side lobe height 
Main lobe height for n = 1, 2, ••• 
The effect of the convolution can be interpreted as follows. Suppose 
that it is desired to observe the two dimensional spectral density S(l 1 ,f) at 
the single frequency f 1 and at wave number 1°1 • Then because of the finite 
extent of time and space observations the observed spectral density will be 
which means that the entire spectral density function S(l',f), will be 
observed for all f and 1° with the various spectral components attenuated 
by the spectral window Q0 (f1) and array pattern Q0 (1\)· 
1.00~.-,-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.--.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-,-,-,,-,-,-,-,-.-.-.-.-.-.-.--.-.-.-.-.-.-.-. 
1 0.50 
qi 
qo 
q1 
q2 
q3 
ol \ ~~- ~~ 
' "'>. -=-=-~- ~ - >/ ?:s 
-o.3o~~~~~~~~~~~~-L-L-L~~~~_J_J~L_~L_~~~~~~~~~~~_L_L~~~~ 
0 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 
fT, 
Fig. 3.1 Some truncating functions and their spectral windows or array 
patterns. 
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If it were possible to produce ideal functions QI(f) and QI(l') 
which had rectangular shaped main lobes of infinitesimal width and no · 
side lobes, these functions would trace out the true spectral density 
function in exact detail. Now, while it is not possible to attain this 
ideal it is possible to achieve certain more desirable characteristics. 
First, however» the distinction between resolution and distortion should 
be clarified. Consider for example a spectral window and array pattern, 
which have a single rectangular shaped lobe of finite width and no side 
lobes. These functions would produce an observed spectral density function 
which would be blurred but not distorted. That is to say, at any given 
frequency f 1 and wave number 1g1 , the observed spectral density S(l 11 ,f) 
would in fact include the spectral components in the range f 1 ± W/2 and 
1 11 ± W/2 but these components would be uniformly weighted. Hence the 
spectrum would be blurred, that is the resolution would be limited by 
the width of the main lobe. It seems reasonable therefore to specify 
the resolution of the functions Qi(f) and Qj(lv) by the width of the main 
lobe, and in some way to specify the distortion in terms of the departure 
of the function from the ideal rectangular shape. 
It is convenient to adopt the nomenclature employed in radio 
antenna design where the resolving power is defined as the reciprocal of 
the beam width. In the present case it would be suitable to define 
Resolving Power 
where i refers to the shape as in Q.(l 0 ), D.(g). In which case the 
l. l. 
resolving power for Q (1°) is given by 
0 
1 RP {1 ') = W- = L 
0 
0 
However, there is always some problem in interpreting the observed 
spectrum. Suppose for instance that using the spectral window Q (f) a 
0 
spectrum of the exact shape of Q0 (f1) is observed. That is, the observed 
spectrum appears to have a ratio of side lobe height to main lobe height 
corresponding to Equations 3·3 and 3·5, centered at frequency f 1 • Now, of 
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course such a result coul d oc.cur if the true power spectrum actually 
consisted of a single line 9 that is~ if only the single frequency~ f 19 
were present . However~ an important result given by Blackman and Tukey 
(p. 18) shows that if the signal amplitudes followed a Gaussian distribution 
and if the true power spectrum was rectangular in form~ centered a~ fre-
quency f 1 and extending over the range f = £1 ± 1/4 Tm then the same 
spectrum would be observed . In other words» the Q (f) spec tral window 
0 
can not dis tinguish between a single frequency and a rectangular spectrum 
half the wid th of its main lobe 9 provided that the signal source for the 
rectangular spectrum is Gaussian" The same results may be extended to the 
array patt ern in the wave number coordinates" 
Blackman and Tukey discuss the resolving power of various spectral. 
windows in terms of an equivalent width of the main lobe , which may be 
interpreted to be the width of the largest rectangular spectrum, arising 
from a Gaussian signal, that could produce an observed spectrum identical 
to the spectral window" Resolving power may be defined in terms of this 
reduced, or equivalent width 9 of the array pattern~ or spectral window, 
so that the equivalent resolving power may be defined as 
1 
ERP. = 
l. w 0 
el. 
where again the subscript i refers to a particular shape of spectral 
window or array pattern. 
ERP (f) = 2Tm 
0 
while fo r Q (1 ~) 
0 . 
3.6b ERP (1 1 ) = 2L 
0 
For Q (f) the equivalent resolving power is 
0 
If the above results are viewed in somewhat different perspective 
it can be seen that if the true power spectrum of a Gaussian signal is 
essentially constant over a fairly wide range of frequency or wave number 
and if the spectrum is calculated at intervals of one half the main lobe 
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width of Q (f) and Q (1 3 ) then each- estimate covers a distinct, non-
a o 
overlapping range of frequency and wave number. Thus for Q (f) and Q (g) 
0 0 
adjacent spectral estimates may be considered to.be independent estimates 
if they are calculated at increments 
.6£ = Tm/2 
.6.1. u = L/2 
which are _seen to be precisely the intervals chosen for calculating the 
discrete two dimensional spectral densities given by equations 2.24 and 2.25. 
The only method for improving resolution, that is of reducing the 
width of the main lobe, is to increase the duration of the observations, as 
is clearly shown by Equation 3.3. On the other hand, distortion may be 
reduced by causing the truncating function to vary more smoothly over its 
range instead of simply terminating abruptly. Unfortunately, an improvement 
of shape of the main lobe, or reduction of side lobe heights is achieved 
only at the ~xpense of increasing the main lobe width. Thus, efforts to 
reduce distortion of the observed spectrum causes a f~rther decrease in 
resolving power. 
The characteristics of various spectral windows have -b'een extensively 
discussed. Blackman and Tukey from whom the 'present nomenclature has been 
' 
adopted, discuss five types of lag windows with their corresponding spectral 
windows, denoted as D.(T)and Q. (f) i = 0~ 1~ 2 3 3, 4. Some of these are 
l. l. 
'illpstrated in figure 3.1 a:long with their mathematical specifications. The 
functions i = 2 and i = 3 known as ''hanning" and 1_'hamming 11 respectcively' 
have been extensively used in the past becuase of their computational 
simplicity. Parzen (1957) has developed a more ide.ally shaped spectral 
window which does not have the advantage of computational simplicity while 
the methods due to Lanczos (see Hamming p. 297) also do not retain the 
computational ~implicity of hannirig and hamming. The width of the main 
lobe of Q2 (f) and Q3 (f) is 2/Tm, or twice 'the width of the main lobe of Q0 (f). 
Of course~ for Q2 {1°) and Q3{1° ) the main lobe width is 2/L. The equivalent 
width for these f~nctions is investigated in detail by I\lackman and Tukey with 
the final result that 
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-ERP2(f) = ERP3(f) = Tm 
Which is seen to be only half the resolving power obtained for i = o. Also, 
adjacent estimates of the spectral density function are not independent for 
the discrete spacing used in equations 2·24 and 2·25. Therefore, when using 
i = 2 or i = 3 spectrum window or array pattern every other spectral density 
estimate may be regarded as independent. 
The resolving power·given by equation 3·7 is a conservative one. The 
signal need not be strictly Gaussian nor the spectrum flat. The results 
apply so long as the signal is nearly Gaussian and the spectrum is slowly 
changing. If sharp transitions or- lines appear in the spectrum the resolving 
power may be reduced by one half at those places. 
Under most circumstances the advantage of using one particular 
modified truncating function over another is slight compared to the fact 
that all the modified truncating functions substantially reduce the dis-
tortion of the spectrum while at the same time they reduce the resolving 
power by a factor of about two . The modified truncating functions are 
commonly used to smooth frequency spectra where the effect of sampling 
variability can be partially removed by using these low resolution spectral 
windows. At the same time distortion is reduced and "impossible" negative 
values in the power spectrum. which may appear as a result of the strong 
negative side lobes of the Q (f) spectral window~ are eliminated by the 0 . 
improved shape of modified spectral windows. On the other hand, if it is 
important to distinguish fine detail, rapid transitions, or "lines"» in the 
spectrum, it may be advantageous to accept the distortion caused by the 
abruptly terminated truncating function in order to gain higher resolution. 
The ideas which have been presented here are recognized to be far 
from precise, particularly as regards to directional resolution. However, 
it is hoped that the discussion provides at least a qualitative appreciation 
of the problem. Extensive quantitative investigation of this subject would 
be warranted if intensive investigation of directional spectra were to be 
undertaken. 
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Directional Resolution 
In developing the directional spectrum it becomes necessary, finally, 
to introduce an explicit relationship between the wave number and wave fre-
quency. The directional s·pectral density may be obtained from the two 
dimensional spectral density by the transformation 
3•8 S{lj>,f) = S{lv,f)·k 1 (w)cos lj> 
s {lj>, f) = s (1 v 'f) • 21Tf2 cos 'I> 
g 
Calculating the directional spectral density for discrete value of 
lj> = lj> amounts to scanning the true S(~,f) spectral density with the array q 
directional pattern, moving it through an angle equivalent to one half the 
main lobe width for each value of q. The discrete values of lj> are obtained 
as follows. 
Since 
and since 
1 w = k v (w) sin '!> q q 
lv = q/2L q 
it follows that 
3·9 lj> = arcsin (q/2Lk' (w)) q 
for q = O, + 1, + 2, ••• R 
Now, according to the results of the last section the main lobe width 
for a rectangular truncating function is 
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and it was also shown that successive values of q were equivalent to a 
displacement along the 1 1 axis of one half the main lobe width. Consequently, 
the angular width of the main lobe is given by 
3.10 W (~) = 2 arcsin 
0 
(X.(w)) 
2L 
where the wave length, X., has been introduced according to the relation 
k' (w) = 1/X.(w) 
The angular resolving power is given by 
ERP (~) = 1/W (~) = l/2•arcsin (X.(w)/2L) 
0 0 
Evidently, the angular resolution falls off as wave length increases, 
until X.(w) = 2L, at which point the main lobe width becomes 1800. Since 
1 1 has previously been restricted, because of aliasing, to the range 
1 1 ~ 1/~; it can be seen that the range of wave lengths which can be 
investigated by an array is restricted by the elemental spacing of 
detectors and the total length of the array. The range of wave frequencies 
corresponding to the wave length range can be found by introducing the specific 
relationship between k and w for deep water gravity waves. Hence for 
and for the wave length range 
the range of frequencies becomes 
3·11 -2 vg/41TL < f < .Jg/41T&;. 
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or in terms of wave number 
rr/L ~ k ~ rr/~ 
It should be noticed that the array directional pattern is periodic on the 
range -rr/2 ~ ~ ~ rr/2 so that the pattern repeats itself on the range 
rr/2 ~ ~ ~ -rr/2 as can be seen by Eq. 3·9. Consequently a gravity wave 
which has a velocity component in the direction 9pposite to the direction 
of the wind cannot be distinguished from a similar gravity wave with a 
velocity component in the direction of the wind. This effect may be 
thought of as a sort of angular aliasing as it is an inherent property 
of sampling the sea surface along a line in space. The physical model 
has included an assumption, however, that only those gravity waves with 
velocity components in the direction of the wind can grow in amplitude 
by extracting energy from the wind. Consequently angular aliasing from 
the range rr/2 ~ ~ ~ -rr/2 is assumed to be unimportant. 
Optimum Array Design 
It is worthwhile to examine the summation indicated in Equation 2·25 
for its influence on resolution. Here the summation is carried out over 
the intervals r~ for r = 0, 1, •••• R. Now since the observations at 
various points x = r~ consist of time averages, and since it has been 
assumed that the process {~{x,t)} is stationary in x it is not necessary 
for all of the intervals to have a common origin. In recognition of this 
fact Barber {1958) has described a method whereby a given number of 
detectors can be used to form an array of maximum length. 
The advantage of his procedure lies in the fact that the angular 
resolving power i s direc t:lty:·-·''i!froportional ten t he ' l ength ·Of the . arrays · as can 
be seen from equations 3·7·2 . Furthermore the minimum spacing of detectors, 
~, is determined by considerations of aliasing. Therefore this procedure 
may be used to achieve maximum angular resolution with a minimum number of 
detectors, thus achieving an economy of instruments. 
For K detectors Barber finds the optimum array length, LB' to be 
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K 2 L = R ~ = ( (- + 1) -3}~ B B 2 
where ~ is the optimum number of intervals of length ~- If the K 
detectors had been uniformly spaced then only R intervals can be achieved. 
u 
Where 
For reasonable values of K (K ~ 6) the optimum spacing allows con-
struction of arrays with more than twice the resolution of uniformly 
spaced arrays employing the same number of detectors . 
The spacing of the detectors may be summarized by the following scheme. 
1. Let there be K detectors. 
2. Assume K is even 
3. Let Q = ~/2 
4. Starting with a detector at one end of the array and working, 
say, to the right, locate a second detector at a distance Q. 
5. Locate additional detectors to the right of the second detector 
to form Q-1 intervals of length Q+l. 
6. Locate the remaining detectors, to the right, to form Q-1 
intervals of length ~. 
7. If K is odd there should be Q intervals of length Q+l to the 
right of the second detector instead of Q-1 intervals. 
Array plans forK= 2 thru K = 14 are shown in Figure 3·2. 
Statistical Stability 
It can be shown that for a slowly varying power spectrum arising 
from a Gaussian signal the statistical stability of each spectral density 
estimate may be given in terms of the chi-square distribution. The 
variability of each spectral density estimate may be given in terms of 
confidence limits when the number of degrees of freedom of the chi square 
distribution has been specified. 
N 
3 
6 
9 
13 
17 
22 
27 
33 
39 
40 
53 
61 
K 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Q 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
-l I+- 6! 
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I 
xeeexeeeeXeeeexeeeeXXXX 
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x x x x x••••xxxx 
I 
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x DENOTESDETECTOR 
K =No. OF DETECTORS 
6!= UNIT INTERVAL 
Q = ~ (FORK EVEN) 
N0 = (Q2 + 20- 2) 
Na+.!. = N0+ Q +1 (FORK ODD) 2 
N0 +1 = N0 + 2Q+3 
Fig. 3.2 Optimum array plans. 
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For power spectra Blackman and Tukey give 
where k is degrees of freedom of the chi square distribution 
Tn' = the effective length of the total record 
= Tn - Tm/3 
Wei(f) =equivalent width of the spectrum window 
If Q3(f) is used, then W .(f) = 1/Tm so that for the discrete e1 
parameter case 
3•15 kf = 2(N-m/3) 
m 
The effective length of the time history is given by 
3•16 Tn 1 = (N-m/3)·~ 
and is an average of the actual number of data points entering into the 
sum 
N-p 
\t. (x) •f, .+ (x) 21 1 p 
i=l 
Unfortunately no such simple relationship exists for the co and 
quadrature spectra. The co and quadrature spectral density estimates will 
be statistically distributed according to a complex distribution which 
Goodman (1957) finds to be a complex analogue of the Wishart distribution. 
The results, as developed by Goodman, do not provide an a-priori 
estimate of the statistical stability based on known parameters such as is 
the case for power spectra, but rather the calculated values of the co and 
quad spectra must be used, along with the coherency, in order to obtain 
stability estimates. Furthermore, the prob~bility distribution of the 
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function, has not been tabulated; which means that the actual calculation 
of confidence levels would have to be carried out in order to obtain 
estimates of statistical stability. 
Since the immediate objectives of the present work are only of an 
exploratory nature and since it is only intended to compare directional 
sea wave spectra with one another, no further investigation of the 
statistical stability will be attempted here. Instead, calculation of 
the various directional spectra will be carried out using the same 
number of observations for each of the spectra to be compared. Thus if 
the spectra to be compared do not differ too radically from one to 
another their statistical stability should be sensibly the same. Further-
more, a comparison of the stability of the power spectral density estimates 
from one case to the next should be indicative of any radical change in 
the stability of the directional spectral density estimates. 
Computing Formulae 
The pertinent formulae used in calculating the directional spectra 
will be given here in simplified notation. The equations for the cross 
covariance function may all be written in the form of Equation 3·17. 
Here, "a", and ''b" are the "names" of two series {an} and {bn} whose 
values are given fort= 0 9 ~s ~' •••• , ~, •••• , ~. Notice that 
the summatio~ · index is now given over the range n-p toN instead of n to 
N-p. The calculations in this form depend only on the past history of 
the series and it becomes possible to introduce {a } and {b } into the 
n n 
calculations term by term as they would occur in real time. 
If the series do not have zero means, the means may be extracted 
after calculating the sums of products, using the expression inside the 
square brackets of Eqn 3•17. This expression extracts a mean based only 
upon the terms which appear in each of the sums of products. It has been 
found useful to employ this method on smaller computers, though of course 
it is always preferable to extract the mean from the series terms prior to 
calculating the sums of products. 
Covariance Function N N N 
3.17 Ri(p:a,b} = Di(p} {I a • b _ [1 I a • L b)} n-p n - n-p n 
N-p n=l N-p n=l n=p+l 
~vhere 
p=0,1,2 ••• m <<N 
a = b =o for n-p S: 0 
n-p n-p 
i denotes lag window D. (p) 
~ 
Cospectrum m 
3.18 Sc. (h:a,b} = 2 L [R,(p:a,b} + R(p:a,b}] • 6(p) • cos nph 
~ 2~1 ' ' m p=O 
Quadrature Spectrum m 
3.19 Sq.(h:a,b} 
~ 
=2 \ 2~1 L [Ri.(p:a,b} 
p=O 
- R_(p:a,b}] cos nph 
~ 
m 
Power Spectrum 
3.20 S.(h:a) = Sc.(h:a,a) 
~ ~ 
No£malized CoSpectrum 
\-lhen a = b 
Where h = 0,1,2, ••• m 
1 
c5(p} = {1/2 
for p = 1, 2 , ••• m-1 
for p = 0, m 
i Denotes Spectrum \-lindow Corresponding to Lag 
\-lindow 
3.18 . 1 U.(h: a ,b) = Sci(h:a,b) • [S . (h : a) • S . (h:b)]-l/Z 
~ ~ ~ 
Normalized Quadrature Spectrum 
3.19.1 v.(h:a,b} = sq.(h:a,b) • [s . (h:a) • s.(h:b)r112 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
Directional Spectrum 
3.21 s .. (n:h) = s (h) • 1 
~J 2n 
R 
• k(h) • cos (IJt:4>) {I Ui(h:r) .S(r) • Dj(r) ·cos [r~ • k(h) ·sin (n~)] 
r=O 
\-lhere 
R 
+~ V.(h: r ) • D.(r} · sin [r~ • k(h) • sin(~)] ~ J 
r-
n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, •• • ± Q s:· n/2~ 
2 k(h ) = ! (nh/~tm) 
g 
1 
.S(r) ={ 1/2 
for r = 1, 2, ••• R-1 
f or r = 0, R 
Subject t o t h e Restriction that 
n/L S: k (h) S: n/~ 
And 
n S: n/ 2l'~ 
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Notice that the truncating function~ or lag window, is shown as 
part of Eqn 3·17. In the case of the hanning or hamming lag windows it 
is possible to achieve the same effect by applying a three point smoothing 
after calculating the spectrum. This procedure may save some computer 
time though it is of little advantage even on moderate speed computers. 
Since other form of lag windows do not share this property it is more 
consistent to apply the lag window to the covariance calculation. 
The computational forms for the co and quadrature spectra and 
power spectrum are given by Equations 3·18 through 3·20. These formulae 
differ from the comparable Equations 2·24 and 2•25 in the following 
respects: 
1. The quantity to be calculated is the integral of the spectral 
density over the range ~. This quantity will be called the 
power spectrum, cospectrum, quadrature spectrum or simply 
spectrum. It represents the contribution to the total 
variance due to a band of frequencies centered at f and of 
n 
width ~. The symbols appearing on the left hand side of 
Equations 3·18 through 3·20 are related to the comparable 
quantities of Equations 2·24 and 2·25 as: 
s.(h:a) = {s (h)*Q.(h)}~ ~ X ~ 
2. The equations 3•18 through 3·20 are defined for positive fre-
quencies (h ~ O)only, so the spectral densities have been 
multiplied by two. Therefore, since ~ = 1/Tm, the coefficient 
on the right hand side becomes 2•l:::..T·~=l/m. 
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The notation for the co and quadrature spectra may be further 
simplified in the present case since if a and b denote a specific pair 
of detectors then there is an interval of length r~ associated with 
that pair. Therefore using r to denote a specific interval define the 
power spectrum, and the normalized co and quadrature spectrum for that 
interval as follows: 
3·20•2 
1/2 S. (ha) = [ S(h:a) •S(h·b)] 
1 
Ui(h:r) = Sci(h:a,b)/Sth:r) 
V.(h:r) = Sq.(h:a,b)/S(h:r) 
1 1 i 
Define the average power spectrum to be 
R 
S(h) =~Lsi (h:r) 
r=l 
power spectrum 
normalized cospectrum 
normalized quadrature spectrum 
Now, the directional spectrum may be expressed in terms of the normalized 
co and quad spectra and the average power spectrum, as is given in Equation 3·21. 
The discussion in the preceding sections has shown that if the 
rectangular truncating function is used and if the signal is Gaussian with 
slowly varying spectrum, then spectral density estimates made at intervals 
of 
<P q = arcsin [ q/2Lk 0 (w)] 
will be statistically independent. However, it is neither essential nor 
desirable to evaluate the directional spectrum at these intervals. In 
fact in an exploratory analysis~ such as is proposed here, it may be much 
more important to expose the detailed structure of the spectrum rather than 
attempt precise quantitative measurement. Therefore, the computational 
formula for the directional spectrum is given for arbitrary increments of <j>. 
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It should be borne in mind that the maximum detail which can be observed 
by evaluating the directional spectrum at intervals closer than the resolving 
power of the array, will be a trace of the directional array pattern, itself. 
Even so, if an exact trace of the directional array pattern be observed the 
preceding discussion of directional resolution shows that the true spectrum 
could be anything from a single line to a rectangular spectrum half the 
width of the main lobe. 
The calculated quantity in this case is >the directional spectrum 
over the two dimensional interval M•tlp. The symbol appearing on the left 
hand side of Equation 3·21 is defined in terms of Equation 2•25 as~ 
3.21 S .. (n,h) ; {S(n,h)*Qi(h)*Q.(h)}k cos ~·tll>·M l.J J 
where the index n is used instead of q to indicate arbitrary choice of tlp. 
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Chapter IV Preliminary Results of Directional Spectra Calculations 
In this chapter some directional spectra calculated from wave 
observations taken in Buzzards Bay» Mass. are presented . These results 
are given solely as a demonstration of the foregoing work . No physical 
interpretation of the results will be attempted at this time. 
The data .from whicn-fhe direcfional spectra were calculated was obtained 
by Mr., Harlow G. Farmer» now of the Department of Oceanography, University of 
Washington~ Seattle, Washington . The data acquisition system andan early 
version of the data reduction system is described by Farme~ and Ketchum (1960) 
and also by Farmer (1963). A later version of the data reduction system 
which was actually employed in this work is described by Ketchum and Stevens 
(1961). The structural. design of the instrument platform is described by 
Carver (1958). 
The Sitface height transducers are simply lengths of stainless steel wire 
0 . 015 inches in diameter suspended from a rotatable, horizontal boom . A small 
lead ball of about 3 pound weight was attached to the end of each wire about 
20 feet below the water surface. This simple expedient proved highly 
satisfactory and no motion of the wires could be detected due to wind or 
wave action. A total of six surface height detectors were used, arranged 
according to the optimum plan shown in Fig. 3 . 5, with ~n elemental spacing of 
1.5 feet~ which makes the total length of the array 19.5 feet. The water 
surface acts essentially ~ as a short circuit to the resistance wire, so that 
the electrical resistance of the exposed wire varies in response to the height 
of the water surface at the wire. The resistance wire .is incorporated into 
an electrical bridge networks the output of which is an electrical ana~ogue 
of the water surface height at a given point. One arm of the electrical 
' ' 
bridg~ may be used to compensate for the low frequency changes in the water 
l,evel caused by tides» so that the electrical output of the bridge is a 
measure of the height of wind generated waves only . 
The weak signal from each electrical bridge is amplified and converted 
into a frequency modulated tone suitable for recording on magnetic tape. The 
magnetic tape recording will~ when replayed» reproduce the original analogue 
voltage quite accurately. The reproduced signal from the several surface 
height transducers are sampled in rapid succession by an electronic switching 
circuit and ceach sampled voltage is converted into a binary digital number; 
the accuracy of this conversion being very high. The binary digitalnumber 
is then made available for processing on an electronic digital computer. The 
overall accuracy of the data acquisition system is probably better than ± 2% ~ 
which means that each of the digital numbers is correct to within those limits of 
accuracy. 
A suite consisting of five separate runs taken on 12 August 1959 was 
chosen for this exploratory investigation. Each run consists of approximately 
15 minutes of continuously recorded data from the six wave height detectors» a 
fast response cup anemometer (Stevens and Shodin (1962)) and a wind vane. The 
entire array was rotated so as to be normal to the wind direction for each run. 
The suite of records chosen for this analysis is of particula~ interest 
since the first four runs show the development of the power spectn,Im and directional-
spectrum of wind generated waves in response to a slowly increasing wind velocity 
~ . 
while the fifth run may show the effect of declining wind. No temporal wind 
record exists for Woods Hole or Buzzards Bay on this day except the re~orded wind 
observations so ·that the full wind history is not known. Nonetheless, the 
development ·and_ possible decline of the wave spectrum is evident from a s-tudy of 
Figures 4.1 through 4.5~ which show the power spectra for the various runs. 
Sampling and Aliasing of Data 
The power spectra were computed by sampling the signal from each detecto'r 
4 times per second and a total of 1000 samples was taken for each detector. The 
,, . <-: 
sampling rate corresponds to'a folding frequency of 2 cycles per second. A 
preliminary examination of some of the records was made» sampling at the rate 
of 10 samples per second. Power spectra for ' these runs indicated that the spectrum 
decreased uniformly to a noise level of less tha 2% of the spectral peak at 2 
cycles per second and continued to decrease slowly as the folding frequency of 
5 cps was approached. The data reduction apparatus has a low pass filter cut off 
at 10 cps. Examination of the graphic record and the behavior of the s·pectrum 
make it seem unlikely that a spectral power peak would occur in the unexplored 
range between 5 and 10 cps. It was therefore assumed that aliasing would n?t 
result in important distortion of the spectrum if the folding frequency was taken 
at 2 cps» corresponding to 4 samples per second. It would» of course be preferable 
to incorporate filters with a lower frequency cut off in the data processing 
equipment commensurate with the sampling rate or, to use a faster sampling rate 
and apply a digital low pass filter to the sampled data. Since neither of these 
alternatives are practical with the presently available equipment the possibility 
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of aliasing er~ors must be accepted, although , for reasons given above, it is 
expected that these er~ors will be small. 
The criterion to prevent wave number ~liasing as given in Chapter II is 
Since the folding frequency corre~ponding to ~t = 0.25 seconds is f. = 2.00 cps~ 
N 
it follows according to 2.22 that 
~ :s .64 ft. 
The actual value chosen for ~ w.as L 5 ft; This choice wa.s made, and the 
observations were made -before the analysis described in Chapters 2 and 3 was 
carried out.. Theref,ore, the direct_ional spectra will be a.liased for wave lengths 
less than 3 ft. This is an unfortunate s'itu~tion, which could be avoided in 
future observations~ and could have been overcome with the present observ~itions 
if a large s<7ale computer was used to apply digital low pass fittering to the 
sampled data. How~ver 5 an examination of the po~er spectrum shows that the total 
power spectr~l dens~ti~s are very small above h = 19 5 where the wa~e length is 
about three feet long. For this reason it is argue4 that aliasing is .of smalf 
cons.equence in the directional spectra and should not substantially affect the 
results of the type exploratory investigation attempted here. 
Cal.ibrati.on of Surface Height D~tectors 
Prior to each run the electronic circuitry was balanced and the sensitivity 
of each surface height sensor was adjusted and calibrated so that the wave present 
at the time would cause nearly full sca'le deflection of the FM recording channels. 
Unfortunately~ this procedure led to some ambiquity in the absolute values of the 
wave heights. As will be seen from the power spectra» the sensitivity of the 
detectors for any given run were in very close agreement. F~rthermore ~ there is 
reason to believe th·at the ration of sensitivities betwe·en pairs of runs is 
accurate and reliable. However 5 the absolute sensitivity of any one run ·is not 
known and cannot be determined. Consequently » the ordinates of the power spectra 
and directional spectra are given in terms of arbitrary units. This unfortunate 
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situation arose because of an oversight during the reco};"ding of data when 
inappropriate information was recorded in the log. This ambiguity could have 
been resolved if the aparatus were available for examina~~on; however, the 
force of wind and waves~ (with a possible assist from a fishing boat suspected 
of _mooring to the structure) destroyed the observing platform and the instrument 
system during the fall of 1959 . It may be reasonably assumed, however, that the 
sea waves have a significant height of about 1.4 .feet for Run 1 and 2.0 feet for 
Run 3. 
Statistical S.tability of Power Spectrum Estimates 
According m the discussion in Chapter 3, the statistical stability o~ the 
power spectral density estimates may be given in terms of confidence limits 
calculated from. the chi-square distributibn if the number of degrees of freedom 
can be estimated using Equation 3.15. 
3.15 kf = 2(N-m/3 
m 
In the present case N = 1000 and m= 30 9 so that 
k = 66 
f 
The upper 95% and lower 5% confidence limits corresponding to 66 degrees of 
freedom are respectively 1.2289 and 0.7848. 
Figure 4.1 through 4.5 illustrates the power spectra for the five runs 
-- ---. 
considered here. The spectral estimates as calculated from each of the six 
detectors is plotted, where it is possible to do so. The average value for all 
six detectors is also shown in the figures and the upper 95% and lower 5% 
confidence intervals are also shown. The confidence limits are calculated 
using 66 degrees of freedom but are plotted against the average spectrum value. 
While some of the calculated spectral densities fall outside the confidence 
limits, as might be expected~ it is interesting to note that no single detector 
consistently exceeds the bounds. This may be taken to mean that the probability 
of consistent error between detectors is small . 
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The abscissa in the figures is given in terms of the parameter "h". 
Conversion to frequency, wave-length, wave velocity, etc. may be done with the 
use of Table II. 
Directional Characteristics of the Array 
The range of wave-lengths, frequencies and wave numbers that can be 
investigated by the array are determined by the unit spacing between detectors, 
and the total array length, using Eqn. 3.11. In the present case l:lg = 1.5 ft. 
and L = 19. 5 £ t. 
3. 11.1 
" '· . 
3 :S ). < 39 ft. 
3.11.2 362.5 < f f 1306.5 mcps 
3.11.3 0.161 < k < 2.094 1/ft. 
However, since the frequency spectra are only calculated for the discrete 
values fh = h/~.m it is found that the range of the array is given in terms of 
Hh" as 
6 < h < 19 
which corresponds to a frequency range of 
400 :S fh < 1270 mcps 
The actual shape of the directional array patterns at various values of 
"h" within the above range are shown in Figure 4.7'. 
Discussion of the Results of the Calculations 
The suite of five runs selected for analysis are of particular interest 
since they show the d~velopment of the power spectrum and directional spectrum 
during the onset of a·sea breeze. The wind increased during the first four runs 
and diminished slightly during the fifth run. The observations were taken on 
12 August 1959 starting at 1225 hours. Each_run consisted of a continuous record 
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of surface elevation from six wave height detectors, one anemometer and a wind 
vane. 
Figure 4 . 6 shows a superposition of the power spectra for the five runs. 
The plotted lines correspond to the mean of the spectral densities measured by 
the six detectors. The abscissa is again given in terms of the parameter "h", 
which can be converted to various wave parameters with the aid of Table II. It 
is unfortunate that neither absolute values of the spectral densities nor a 
continuous wind velocity record are available since this informat.ion would 
permit some ~eductions about the rate of growth of the power spectrum. 
The r~sult of the directional spec~ra computation~ is summarized 'in 
Figure 4.7. An effort has been made to include as much pertinent information on 
~he figure as possible. The first five vertical columns show the directional 
spectrum for each run as calculated at seven different values of "h" within the 
range of the array... Th~ sixth column shows the form of the directional array 
pattern at the appropriate frequency. Though useful information is contained 
in the specq·al estimates at all values of "h" ~ the directional spectra are 
plotted only for the even value~ in order to reduce the complexity of the 
illustration. 
Various other means of presenting the data were studied prior to deciding 
on the format of Figure 4.7 as the most illustrative and compact. Since it was 
originally intended to present the data as a polar plot ink and .~ the spectral 
densities S(l,f) were not multiplied by k upon converting them to the S(~ ~ f) 
densities . Furthermore, since the power spectrum ordinate was already in 
arbitrary units it was reasonable to plot only the normalized directional spectra. 
Therefore, the function shown in Figure 4.7 is~ referring to Equation 3.21. 
s3j(n,h)/k S(h) for j = 0, 3 
i 
the dark lines in the figure corresponding to Q0 ($) and the light lines to Q3(9) 
dir.ectional array patterns~ This presentation serves to illustrate the form of 
the directional spectrum and emphasizes its markedly line like structure, though 
care should be taken to appreciate the relatives magnitude of the spectrum at 
various frequencies by referring to Figure 4.6 . 
The calculation of the directional array pattern as shown in Figure 4.7 
was done with the identical program used in calculating the other directional 
spectra. This was accomplished by generating data in the same format as the 
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actual cross spectra, having a power spectra and cospectrum of unit amplitude and 
quadrature spectum of zero amplitude at all frequencies : which is equivalent to 
a "white" frequency spectrum with wave fronts all parallel to the array. This 
procedure was followed in order to eliminate the possibility that the surprising 
structure of the directional spectrum was caused by an error in the-directional 
spectrum program itself. 
The elapsed time in minutes from the. beg~nning of the first run~ at 1225 
on 12 August 1~59 is noted above ~ach column. Also shown is the mean wind 
velocity observed during the run. The wave parameters frequency (f), wave length 
. . 
( >..) and phase velocity (c) shown·' in the right margin of the figure corre$pond to 
the value of "h" shown in the left margin. 
The unusualaro surprising form of the observed directional spectra has 
been carefully co~sidered. It was first supposed that the secondary peaks which 
. . 
begin to appear at h = 10, in some runs, were caused by the strong side lobes of 
the Q directional array pattern. In order to el"iii!inate this possibility the 
0 
spectra were recalculated using the directional array pattern Q3 ~ which 
minimizes the first side lobe. Since the peaks are still apparent under these 
circumstances they cannot be due to side lobes . 
While no attempt has been made to assign statistical confidence limits to 
the directional spectral densities, because of the ¢omplex nature of' the relevant 
statistical distribution, it is felt that the general form and sl\ape of the 
calculated directional spectra is established with reasonable certain~y bec;ause 
of the similar form of the ,spectra for the five runs• The · results shown in 
Figure 4.7 may 3 therefore, be regarded with considerable confidence as 
representing the general nature of the directional spectrum of wind genera~ed 
! 
sea waves. 
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TABLE II 
Wave Parameters In Terms of Computed Integer Values of uh'' 
f(mcps) T(sec) 
67 15.00 
133 7.50 
200 5.00 
267 3.75 
334 3.00 
400 2.50 
467 2.14 
534 1.88 
600 1.67 
667 1.50 
734 1.36 
800 1.25 
867 1.15 
934 1.07 
1000 1.00 
1067 .94 
1134 .88 
1201 .83 
1267 .79 
1334 .75 
1401 .71 
1467 • 68 
1534 .65 
1601 .63 
1668 .60 
1734 .58 
1801 .56 
1868 .54 
1934 .52 
2001 .so 
.tl.t = 0.25 sec 
m = 30 
w(rad/sec) 
.42 
.84 
1.26 
1.68 
2.09 
2.51 
2.93 
3.35 
3.77 
4.19 
4.61 
5.03 
5.45 
5.86 
6.28 
6.70 
7.12 
7.54 
7.96 
8.38 
8.80 
9.22 
9.63 
10.05 
10.47 
10.89 
11.31 
11.73 
12.15 
12.57 
k(ft -l) X.(ft) 
.01 1151.65 
.02 287.91 
.05 127.96 
.09 71.98 
.14 46.07 
.20 31.99 
.27 23.50 
0 35 17.99 
.44 14.22 
.55 11.52 
.66 9.52 
.79 8.00 
.92 6.81 
1.07 5.88 
1.23 5.12 
1.40 4.50 
1.58 3.98 
1.77 3.55 
1.97 3.19 
2.18 2.88 
2.41 2.61 
2.64 2.38 
2.89 2.18 
3.14 2.00 
3.41 1.84 
3.69 1. 70 
3.98 1.58 
4.28 1.47 
4.59 1.37 
4.91 1.28 
c (ft/sec) 
76.78 
38.39 
25.59 
19.19 
15.36 
12.80 
10.97 
9.60 
8.53 
7.68 
6.98 
6.40 
5.91 
5.48 
5.12 
4.80 
4.52 
4. 27 
4.04 
3.84 
3.66 
3.49 
3.34 
3.20 
3.07 
2.95 
2.84 
2.74 
2.65 
2.56 
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Fig. 4.1 Buzzards Bay Run 1 - power spectra as measured by six detectors 
and the 5% and 95% confidence limits. 
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Fig. 4.2 Buzzards Bay Run 2 - power spectra as measured by six detectors 
and the 5% and 95% confidence limits. 
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Fig. 4.3 Buzzards Bay Run 3 - power spectra as measured by six detectors 
and the 5% and 95% confidence limits. 
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Fig. 4.4 Buzzards Bay Run 4 - power spectra as measured by six detectors 
and the 5% and 95% confidence limits. 
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Fig. 4.5 Buzzards Bay Run 5 - power spectra as measured by six detectors 
and the 5% and 95% confidence limits. 
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Fig. 4.6 Mean power spectra for Buzzards Bay Runs 1 through 5. 
Mean wind velocity: Run 1 - 11.90 feet per second, 
Run 2 - 15.98 fps, Run 3 - 18.53 fps, Run 4 - 20.23 fps 
and Run 5 - 18.70 fps. 
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Fig. 4.7 Normalized directional spectra for Buzzards Bay Runs 1 
through 5. Heavy lines are unsmoothed (Q ) array pattern, 
0 light lines are smoothed (Q3) array pattern. 
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